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COULD not believe that we had, yet again, come

around to the time of The Great Yorkshire Show. I

always really look forward to the show during the

summer, especially because we sponsor the Retrained

Racehorse Class.

I love seeing

these former stars

in their new role

and always hope

that there is one or

two of our former

inmates among

them.

Unfortunately

that was not to be

this year but 27

thoroughbreds

came forward to

contest a very

strong class. 

It never ceases to

amaze me how

these horses can

change under a

new regime and I

am sure that if

some of them were

seen in a non-

racehorse class, people would struggle to recognise them as

former racehorses.

When you look at the picture of this year’s winner I am

sure you will see what I mean. I have to say that when all

27 horses were walking around the ring during their initial

walk, trot and canter phase, this year’s winner stood out to

me because of his size, movement and sheer presence. He

was quite stunning. It was then fun for me to watch all the

judging to see if my pick would coincide with the judges’

decision.

When all the horses have completed their initial walk,

trot and canter on both reins the group has to be split into

two halves in order for the gallop to be performed with

suitable space. 

The RoR class attracted 27 competitors this year

It's Showtime once again
DEIRDRE JOHNSTON reports on yet
another successful year of The Great
Yorkshire Show in Harrogate

Allied Answer lines up in front of
the conformation judge
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The crowd love this part, but it must be a bit daunting for

the riders as the braver they are, encouraging their mounts

to go faster, the more the crowd clap. This must seem like

the end of a race to the horses and makes it harder for the

riders to pull up their mounts!

In order to complete the class without taking excessive

time, there are two judges to ride all the horses between

them, giving them marks for how they enjoyed sitting on

their mount. 

The third judge looks at the conformation of each horse

and marks accordingly. When all the marks are added

together from the initial ride round, the judges’ rides and

the conformation marks, then we have our winner and

placed horses. 

I was delighted to see that my initial pick was the same

as the judges and well-deserved. The winner was Allied

Answer, owned by Miss A R Wilson and ridden by Danny

Thexton. He had spent his English racing career running

both on the flat and over jumps with trainer Steve Gollings,

winning twice. Second in the class this year was Mighty

Yar, owned by Miss S M Staveley, and third was A Big Sky

Brewing owned by Misses P and C Bowdler.

N Wednesday it was the turn of my homebred

yearling Kingsleypark Dandyman, who is by the

thoroughbred Shama’adan that I had kept out of

training, to head to the show and take part. 

Unfortunately, we were so busy that morning that I did

not manage to watch the class but was highly delighted to

hear that he had finished fourth in the mixed youngstock

class for non-native coloureds.  

As he was the only yearling contesting the class and was

competing against two and three-year-olds, I was

particularly pleased. 

It is always very prestigious to get a rosette from the Great

Yorkshire Show. He has since gone on to win the youngstock

class at Ryedale Show and we shall look forward to taking

him back to the Yorkshire as a two-year-old.

The RoR class is always well-supported 
at the Yorkshire Show

Deirdre’s Kingsleypark Dandyman 
with Kristy Kettlewell

I WOULD LIKE to send huge congratulations to Saffie

Osborne, the daughter of trainer Jamie Osborne , on her

eventing achievements.

I am sure you have all realised by now how much I enjoy

taking part in and following eventing. I have been following

Saffie’s meteoric rise up the Junior ranks with great interest.

I had met Jamie at Burghley last year and he told me that

Saffie had persuaded one of his owners to buy a pony for her

to event. 

In early June this year Saffie won the Charles Owen

National Pony Championships on Little Indian Feather at

Brand Hall International Horse Trials. She was subsequently

selected for the 2017 European Championships for ponies in

Kopovar, Hungary, which took place on the last weekend of

July. 

Saffie and Little Indian Feather completed on their

dressage score of 42.8 to win the individual silver medal.

She was also part of the British Team who won the silver

medal for the team competition. Many, many congratulations

to Saffie and her team.

Congratulations Saffie!
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